
When introducing ramps – explain that intended to assist disabled users in 
‘overcoming changes in level’ – and in this instance within a domestic environment.

There are 3 ways of overcoming changes in level:  shallower steps (e.g. if someone 
using frame, has drop-foot etc), ramps or lifts.

This session focuses on one of the techniques only i.e. Ramps.

0



FIRSTLY (HOUSKEEPING CHECKLIST SHEET):
On arrival at the venue, the person who will be presenting the above housekeeping 
slide should go around the venue and complete the Housekeeping CHECKLIST sheet.

HOUSEKEEPING SLIDE - tell the delegates to:

1. Mobile phone: please switch to silent unless you need to keep it on for 
emergencies or because you are on call. If you receive a call, then just take it 
outside the room. (you will need to remind them re mobile phones after each of 
the breaks as likely to switch them back on again when break for tea, lunch etc)

2. Alarm/emergency escape:
1. ALWAYS (when completing the Housekeeping Checklist) check both 

primary and secondary emergency escape routes (a) so you will remember 
them in event of having to escape and (b) to make sure escape door to 
outside is not locked and © to check if there’s a step or drop at the exit (in 
case people rushing out trip on this).

2. – describe to the delegates the route they would be expected to take in 
the first instance (in event of fire etc), and then describe an alternative 
route, in event of primary route being blocked.

3. Atttendance / Fire Register – explain that this will need to be taken with you in 
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event of fire alarm and then peoples names will be ticked off on it.   If someone is 
missing, please write “DNA” ( did not attend) next to their name; if they’ve called 
in sick or similar, then just put ‘Sick’ next to their name.

4. Toilets – explain where the nearest male, female and accessible toilets are.  
Advise they don’t need to ask to go to WC, just leave whenever they want to!

5. Smoking – explain if smoking allowed in the building, on the grounds, or off the 
grounds completely. If there is a designated smoking area, explain where this is.

6. Refreshments - (a) where are they (b) are they free or do delegates need to pay 
(©) are they at a set time or can you break when you like.

7. Bins – point out where rubbish bin is in room and also what recycling 
arrangements there are , if any

8. Security – advise the delegates if they can or cannot leave their valuables in the 
training room during the breaks.  Check at reception if possible to lock the room 
during breaks or if either of the trainers will be in the room. If neither applies, 
then tell delegates to take their bags etc with them.

9. Room temperature – check (a) ventilation – can windows be opened and (b) if 
there is air conditioning and © if radiators can be controlled. Ask delegates if 
room warm/cool enough.

10. Hear/See presentations – make sure all delegates (especially those at the ‘ends’ 
of the U shape of tables and also those sitting in the ‘bends’ of the U can see both 
screen, trainer and flip chart. Double check with everyone that they can see 
everything ok.  Also check if people at back of room can hear you ok?  

11. Handouts – go through the handouts that the delegates have and make sure they 
have everything they should have.

12. Evaluation Forms – explain which of the following apply:  Eval forms to be handed 
out at end of each day OR at end of all the training OR will not be handed out but 
their organization will send them a link or make other arrangements after the 
training for evaluations

13. Explain that Viva will emai Certificate to anyone who would like one but they 
need to sign the ‘email’ list (which you will hand out at the end of  each training 
day)
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14. Programme – go through the programme with them i.e. expalin which modules 
are being covered a.m. and p.m. and also when the breaks are. Also explain that 
courses finishes at (normally 4.15) and there is then 15 min for final questions, 
complete evaluations etc and they should be out the door by 4.30 (4.45 if public 
course) at the latest.

15. Leaving early – explain that fine to leave early (from trainers’ point of view) but 
they need to let one of you know as otherwise you’ll have to stop the course and 
go looking for them!  Explain you understand people often have to leave early for 
child care reasons, or work reasons r other appointments, and just to let you 
know what time they plan on leaving.  If they leave before 3pm, please let Trish 
know.
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Just to let delegates know:

Contact details for viva access are at bottom of this slide and are also on most of their 
handouts, at bottom of pages.

AND that Viva Access has a website and it has a lot of useful information on it, such 
as: - see next slide….
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Public courses – we specialize in housing and run courses in London on different 
dates of the year and also looking to start running them in Scotland, later this year.  
Anyone can attend these courses and you can go on the website and have a look at 
them.

In-Service – these are where Viva is commissioned by a local authority to run courses 
for their staff (mostly but not exclusively OTs). Run courses all over UK and RoI. 
(republic of Ireland)

The rest is self explanatory and can be fund on the website.
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This slide is to make delegates aware of the range of courses that Viva offers – 9 in 
total.

Courses designed by Ots and for Ots (point this out if the audience is comprised Ots).

Also mention that team of trainers includes architects, Ots, surveyors and grants 
officers
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• Introduce quiz

• Hand out the quiz question sheets - 1 between 2 delegates

• Explain this is to test their level of knowledge before the presentation starts. They 
will have about 10 min to complete - if they don’t know the answer to something, 
just move to the next question.

• At the end of the 10 min (or earlier if delegates finish sooner) ask the delegates 
how difficult or easy they found they found the quiz - on scale of 1 to 10, with 1 
being very easy and 10 being very difficult.

• Then explain that you are not going to give the answers to the quiz now but they 
will be given as you go through the presentation and the quiz will then come up 
again at the end and they can compare their level of knowledge then with that at 
the beginning - they will almost certainly be able to answer most or all of the 
questions by the end of the session.
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• Why are ramps needed?

• Images are just to illustrate that they are needed not just for wheelchair users -
also for assistants, for parents with buggies and for general health and safety

• Images are of very well known venue in London - there was actually a very good 
ramp available but because access to the venue was ‘accessible’ rather than 
‘inclusive’, it was not utilised.

• The venue was ‘accessible’ in that a ramp was provided but it wasn’t ‘inclusive’ in 
that the ramp was provided at the back of the venue - so wheelchair users had to 
use separate entrance., rather than being able to use the same entrance as 
everyone else. Additionally, this ramp was not visible from the front entrance and 
the signposting to it was extremely poor so many people weren’t aware it was 
there - hence the images above.
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• Few regs for portable ramps - they are equipment and not part of building so Part 
M etc do not apply

• Explain difference between permanent and semi-permanent ramps

• Explain difference (briefly) between building regs for dwellings as opposed to 
public buildings

• Explain briefly what are building regs and what are  codes of practice (BS8300)
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• SWL important as users and their wheelchairs become heavier

• Highlight that manufacturer permitted gradients usually far in excess (steeper) 
than building reg permitted gradients 

• Formal vs informal  risk assessments - may be recorded formally using assessment 
form or the assessment may just rely on judgement of assessor (watching user and 
assistant go up and down ramp)
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Issues with portable ramps:

• Can be very heavy

• Property may lack storage and ramp just left down in place and potential trip or 
slip hazardmay be folded up but in the way as nowhere to store.
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Difficult to close doors when threshold ramp in place - apart from Flexilock (ramp 
either side of threshold with ‘plastic ties’ across.
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• S/R surface on ramp in photo is chicken wire - case taken against council some 
time ago when carer caught heels in ramp that had chicken wire and injured 
themselves.

• Other types s/r - e.g. paint with sand in it; 

• Highlight factors that contribute to slipperiness and rotting e.g. in exposed area 
(no porch overhead), rainy part of country, wood ‘soft’, wood not treated properly 
against elements.

• Should these ramps be reviewed regularly and upgraded?

• Useful in cases of:

• Listed building and/ or conservation area (and difficulty getting planning 
permission for permanent structure)

o Facilitate early discharge - can be put in place while awaiting DFG approval 
for permanent ramp

o Where user has limited life expectancy and needs ramp quickly
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• Can be a bit more expensive than concrete ramps

• But, can be stored and then re-used.

• Very flexible and usually adhere to building regulation requirements in terms of 
width, landing platorm lengths etc
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Go through:

• Approaches - difference between straight approach and right angle turn ramps

• Widths (‘clear surface width’ (what this means and why important to specify). Min 

and preferred widths for ramps.

• Landing platform lengths and widths (and issue of door/gate swing not 

encroaching). Intermediate landing platforms.

• Kerbs / upstands - heights - explain 75mm (ref AD (K)) and standard 100mm. But 

can be higher e.g. shrubber boxes etc

• Handrail heights (for generic and for specific users). Rails for ambulant people not 

wheelchair users. Mention, will deal with building reg requirements vs

recommendations later in presentation

• Accompanying steps - when needed / when required - and important to 

differentiate between ‘required’ and ‘needed’?  Required > AD (K). Needed > OT 

(or equivalent) assessment e.g. for ambulant disabled or if ramp very long - give 
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quick access to ambulant people.
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This slide shows configuration of dog-leg ramps with:

(a) Gap between the legs (and ramped in between)

(a) No gap between the legs (and landing platform across)

Highlight that where there is an 180 degree turn, probably need deeper landing 

platform at this turn e.g. 1500mm rather than 900 or 1200mm.
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Highlight that if landing to side of door frame not provided, wheelchair will have back 

legs on slope whilst negotiating right-angle turn.  Difficult for user and attendant 

alike.

Is not compulsory - good practice only.

At least 1000mm to side, but preferably 1200 or 1500, space permitting.
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• Generic design standards for Domestic ramps.

• Guidance for kerbs/upstands is from Part K of the building regs. 

• Other minimum guidelines from Part M.  Good practice guidelines from variety of 
sources.
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• Tipping points can be exceeded both on ascent and on descent (when wheelchair 
hits the bottom landing but back wheels are still on slope)

• Tipping point depends on interaction between user (their weight and also how it is 
distributed), the wheelchair itself and the ramp. One user may manage a certain 
gradient without tipping and another user may tip - even though same ramp, same 
wheelchair.

• Most OT services (as per recommendations of original BS8300:2001) adopt min 
gradient of 1:15, unless space restrictions dictate steeper gradient of 1:12 and this 
is both accessible and safe.

• Consider shallower gradient (than you user needs) where property is likely to be 
used by number of disabled people over its life span (e.g. housing assoc property) 
as this will make the property more flexible to the needs of wider group of 
people).
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2 key formulae for calculating heights and lengths of ramps. Clarify that they relate to 
slopes really rather than ramps and clarify the difference between the two. 
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Self-explanatory - as per slide
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Self-explanatory - as per slide
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Self-explanatory - as per slide
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• Ask delegates to user their eye to guess gradient of ‘prop’ in centre of room - and 
not to use tape measures or try and calculate - this is a ‘by eye’ exercise.

• They can do this exercise solo or in pairs or groups - as you think best.

• Just give them a minute or less to guess and then note down their answers.

• Trainers also should guess and note down privately e.g. on back of flip chart sheet -
and then see how close they too are to the answer.

• Teach delegates how to measure with ‘minds eye’ - visualise height of ramp (from 
floor to top of chair/ramp) with their mind’s eye. Then they should imagine folding 
this height down onto the floor so it is horizontal and then see how many of these 
horizontal fits into the length of the ramp.
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Ask delegates to complete the exercise - preferably in pairs
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Check if delegates have correct answer and go through the above calculation with 
them.

NB - THIS SLIDE IS HIDDEN - FOR PRESENTATION PURPOSES ONLY.  

THE SLIDE IS NOT BE IN DELEGATES’ RAMP HANDOUT BUT  IS IN THE ‘FACTS / 
EXERCISE’ SHEET THEY ARE GIVEN AT THE END OF THE SESSION.
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Ask delegates to complete the exercise - preferably in pairs
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These are minimum requirements - for dwellings (Part M).

If slope is shallower than 1:20 - intermediate LPs not required (although you might 
want to recommend them e.g. if user has reduced power in upper limbs etc).

Max length of ramp permitted (for public buildings) is no longer than 4 x 10M slopes 
i.e. 40M of slope.
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This is required for public buildings.

Not a requirement for dwellings - but might be good practice for example for a ‘new 

build’ scheme. For example:

….if gradient of slope is 1:12 - then maximum length you can run it for is 2M - after 

that you need an LP.

….if gradient of slope is 1:13 - then maximum length you can run it for is 3M - after 

that you need an LP……and so on.

Emphasise once delegates understand the relationship between gradient and length 

of slope, then they won’t need to refer to the chart any more e.g. 1:14 - 4M,  1:15 -

5M and so on.
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Break delegates up into groups for these exercises. Useful to mix delegates up using the ABCD method 
- or possibly instead of letters use colours, animal names, fruits etc
Possible exercises:

Chair (calculate length of proposed slope & ramp)
Can use chair or masking tape on wall etc etc for this exercise. Set up 4 chairs or ‘tapes on walls’ etc
and 4 groups of delegates. Groups to be given different gradients e.g 1:12, 1:15, 1:20, 1:40, all at 
height of 150mm.

At following gradients the lengths will be:

1:12 - 2400 + 1800 = 4,200
1:15 - 2400 + 2250 = 4,650
1:20 - 2400 + 3000 = 5,400
1:40 - 0000 + 6000 = 6000 (1:40 being standard gradient for level access shower).

They have to stand by their chairs (or strips on walls) and one of them to start walking away from the 
chair/wall. Group tells them to stop when they think they have reached end of ramp - and this 
delegate to mark this spot with strip of masking tape. Group then calculates on paper  the actual 
length of the ramp and compares with the length they’ve guessed. Most delegates only calculate 
length of slope and they forget about the LPs. Wait til they’ve done this and only then remind them to 
include LPs - better learning experience for them than reminding them beforehand

Between pillars/columns or chair-to-wall or suchlike (calculate proposed
gradient within defined space)
Same groups as above do this exercise.Trainers to pick out spaces e.g. between pillars or between 
chairs and walls etc.Groups to work out what the gradient of ramps will be if they ramp within defined 
space. As above, they will probably forget to include LPs and you can remind them after initial 
calculation to do this.
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Trainers to demonstrate the 2400mm ‘walk and view’ method and also, time permitting, to get 
delegates to work out their individual ‘stride meterage’.
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Trainers to demonstrate the 2400mm ‘walk and view’ method and also, time permitting, to get 
delegates to work out their individual ‘stride meterage’.
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Do not let delegates do this exercise before talking through this slide  and  next slide 
first.
• Explain ‘Goings’ - is a ‘distance of measurment’ i.e. distance from the front of the 

tread to the back of the tread.

• Highlight that gate opens inwards.

• Clarify that door opens inwards.

• Clarify they cannot extend ramp onto public highway/footpath (not permitted 
because of risks to passersby)

• Emphasise that, for purposes of exercise, ramp has to have straight approach e.g. 
imagine that the garden is narrow and not enough space to provide dog-leg 
arrangement (around the garden)

• As always, talk about needing gradient of ramp - do not remind them that they 
need to allow for LPs - you can do this in the feedback session or when going 
around the room during the exercise.

• Remind them that this is a classic scenario where they visit a service user and want 
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to determine very quickly if ramp might be feasible.
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Emphasise to delegates that important to follow process on slide for calculating 

gradient.

Talk them through it briefly before allowing them to start the exercise - but let them 

work out all the calculations themselves.
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Self explanatory - as per slide.

This slide is for presentation purposes only - is not in delegates’ handout (but it will 

be in the handout they receive after the session. Let them know this and that they 

don’t have to worry about getting all the answers above written down.
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Demo Laser Level here (using tape measure).

• Trainer should stand in front of laser level and show the delegates the red dot 

shining on them - usually at leg or waist height if laser level is placed on a table.

• Then take out tape measure and show the red dot shining on this - and measure 

down from this dot to get the measurement for the overall height of the ramp.
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39

Counting the bricks (75mm each - with mortar) instead of tape measure - to assess 
height.

Measure height by finding horizontal object such as top of wall, or horizontal handrail 
or mortar and measure ‘down’ from this - subtract one measurement from the other to 
work out the height of the ramp.
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• Self-explanatory - as per slide.

• Point out the Key Klamp 50 series.

• Also point out the, for reasons of security (e.g. if property is street facing and user 

living on their own) it might be preferable to hide the fact that a ramp is in place 

(as this indicates to passersby that a potentially vulnerable person is living at the 

property) and to omit handrails from the ramp.

• Emphasise to delegates the difference between (a) required and (b) needed / 

recommended. For example, handrails are not ‘required’ on ramps less than 

600mm high (which constitutes most domestic ramps) but they may be ‘needed’ 

(e.g. if being used by ambulant disabled people or if it has steep gradient and 

being used by visitors etc etc). Even if handrails not required, OTs or other 

assessors might need to recommend them.  Building regs do not over-ride OT (or 

other professionals) assessments
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The weblink on slide is live and if you have access to wi-fi during presentation, then 

you can click on the link and it will take you through to the viva website (ramps page) 

where you can do live demo of ramp calculator.
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Slide self explanatory.
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Final slide is real case.

Following information for trainer use only - do not give identifying details to delegates 
in case this case may be known personally to some of them. Try to make it general.  

Case reported in newspapers in Feb 2014 - Scotland. Photo shows ramp with 10 levels 

installed by West Dunbartonshire council so wheelchair user Katie, seven years old 

and with bulbar palsy, could access her home. 60M long steel ramp at cost of £40,000 

(£40K).  Family campaigned for 2 years for improved access after council allocated 

them a property accessed by three flights of stairs.

Assuming the slopes are each 5M long and the LPs 1200mm deep, ask the delegates if 

they can calculate backwards to work out the height of the steps (overall rise).

The council said this was the only option to fit something into the garden because of 

building regulations - ask delegates what they think of this statement and also what 

they would have recommended instead e.g. lift, alterative access point……

The family's problems have been further compounded by youths now using it as a 

skateboard run. Council officials have refused to install a gate, citing health and safety 

concerns - again, time permitting, ask delegates what they think of this?
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Advise that the maximum permitted rise of any ramp (in public buildings) is 2M

See if the delegates can work out the rise here by counting up the brick courses.
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Ask delegates to locate their Quiz sheet and invite them to fill in the ‘after’ boxes as 

the trainer goes through the questions again.

Answers

1. Maximum 1:12;  preferred 1:15;  good practice 1:20 (or shallower)

2. Minimum 900mm;  preferred 1200mm;  preferred 1:15 (is also a min requirement 

for public buildings)

3. 1800mm
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Continue to go through the questions.

Answers

1. Top, bottom, right-angle turns and after certain lengths of slopes

2. Min 1200; preferred 1500

3. 10M (building regs) / 5M (good practice e.g. Part M public buildings or BS8300)

1. Not required but might need to be recommended e.g. if ambulant disabled 
person living at property (steps can be easier and safer to use than ramps) or if 
ramp very long and winding (steps can be easier and quicker to access than long 
ramp) or if ramp very steep (maybe safer for visitors to use steps when surfaces in 
winter are icy)

2. None if rise is 600mm or less; 1 if rise greater than 600mm and width less than 
1M; 2 if rise greater than 600mm and width 1M or wider

3. Yes (but need to raise manhole cover to surface of ramp and make sure is flush 
with surface and doesn’t become trip hazard.  Can ramp over air-brick but will 
need to maintain ventilation (usually to undersurface of timber floor) and may 
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need to relocate air-brick elsewhere or duct it out through ramp.
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13.40 start delegate case
14.15 finish
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N/A - trainer will already have read these questions out when introducing the case 
study.
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N/A
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N/A - trainer will already have read these questions out when introducing the case 
study.
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Leave this drawing up on the screen whilst delegates are doing the case study.

Feedback
Go through the questions in the previous slide (and that are also at the bottom of the 
case study sheet) with the group.
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Useful during feedback to move to this slide as it contains measurements - advise 

delegates however that their measurements might vary slightly from these (e.g. by 

25-50mm) due to slight distortions during printing out and even between scales. 

Or they might also vary because some delegates will have chosen to round up and 

round down some of the dimensions.
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